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Sound recordings 
are owned by record labels



Songs (lyrics & melody) are owned by 
songwriters & publishers



Songwriters & publishers rely 
on collection companies for 

the bulk of their revenue



for the privilege 
$2,600,000,000

Collection companies started 169 years ago 
They collected $10.8 billion in 2018 

They gave 25-50% to the wrong people 
They charged



The entire system is arcane (this is real)
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Collecting used to be expensive

In a digital ecosystem it shouldn’t be
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Every step along the way fees are taken 
and no one will ever say how much or 

where it went 
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A few companies are optimizing pieces 
but the basic infrastructure is 

no longer relevant 
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Signal is a 
global digital supply chain 
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Daenerys Dies at the End

It looks like a digital distributor

The product is simple



They just ran out of time

Jon Snow

directly collect all royalties globally

But by asking who wrote songs we will



Signal will provide

Free Distribution 
+ 

Free Pub Admin
This makes Signal the obvious solution for artists, labels, songwriters, and 
publishers. We can administer digital performance rights for ASCAP and BMI 
members immediately and leverage that catalog to get the deals necessary 
to collect non-digital performance rights (live, TV, radio). All at less than half 
the cost to the rights holder.



Created Value per year

Signal $1.5B

Indie Labels $210M 0% Distribution

Publishers 
  Songwriters $1.6B Savings on PROs 

not counting 
0% Administration

10% Neighboring 
10% Performance 
10% Mechanicals 



Performance Rights were worth $10.8b/yr globally in 2018. 
Neighboring and Mechanicals: $2.6b/yr globally each.  
That's $16b total per year growing at ~6% year over year.  

There are ~4m artists/songwriters in the world generating these royalties. 
Assuming 17% are only Artists (generating only neighboring income),  
33% are only Songwriters (generating only performance + mechanicals),  
and 50% are both. 

It's a curve: the top 3.75% artists/songwriters make 95% of the revenue 
Split into two groups:  
a Tier 1 User makes $7k per month 
and a Tier 2 User makes $1k 

Market



Search, social, & targeted ads can generate at least 33k Tier 2 Users per 
year (realized number taken from a digital distributor) 

Hand-to-hand BD gets Tier 1 Users and publishers. 
For those, even if it costs $25k to get to 125 of them per month (via 
business managers, lawyers, dinners, etc) and we get 10% of those, they 
compound monthly. 

At 5% market share (projected in 5 years) Signal will gross ~$100m/yr.

Growth



Meddling CEO

300 A&R

Warner Bros Records A&R


Gridwise Lead Engineer

Capital One Senior Engineer

Carnegie Mellon Teaching Asst, Cloud

Travis 
Rosenblatt 
CEO 

Anthony 
Corletti 
CTO

Who



How: next 6 months
1. CTO began initial architecture and build Jan 6, 2020. 
2. Identify & hire Chief Legal Officer or sufficient outside counsel to head up 

licensing efforts. Secure rights to administer a small, compelling catalog 
to license to DSPs. 

3. Use to get global digital master distribution, global mechanicals, and 
global digital performance deals (all come from the same DSP sources). 
Digital performance is currently 25-30% total performance income, 
growing 30% year over year for the last 4 years. 

4. Partner with existing digital distribution platforms directly to provide a 
publishing solution. These long tail users tend not to have TV or radio 
usages and will be completely served by digital-only offerings. 



How: 6 to 18 months
6. Build and launch the Signal stand-alone service with free distribution, 

partnerships with AWA for metadata needed to transfer back catalogs, 
with The Music Fund to incentivize transfer, and with PopGun for AI 
powered mastering.  

7. Hire Growth Marketer and establish initial CAC vs LTV. Include affiliate 
linking on release pages and a referral invite code system with 1% bounty 
so everyone can be an A&R. 

8. Start going territory by territory to secure non-digital performance and 
neighboring rights licenses while in market. Begin to sign on labels and 
publishers. 

9. Use growth figures to raise Seed round to power funnel.



Bonus: 18+ months
• Make database searchable and allow contract offers for synch and 

podcast clearances 

• Pre-release schedules and secure samples for radio, etc (PlayMPE) 

• Sell business intelligence data for A&R, touring, marketing, radio, etc 

• Yelp-style label/publisher services a la carte marketplace for sync, radio, 
marketing, & physical distribution companies 

• Social forum with tiered access (ex. >$10k/mo revenue unlocks CAA 
touring avails) 

• Invent new anti-fraud prevention measures



Why
• Attaching publishing at distribution removes need for ‘matching’ and 

means we do not need to get access to, or create, a global rights 
database to start. 


• Handling Performance and Mechanicals together removes duplicate 
infrastructure costs.


• Global collection removes double-dipped admin fees, ‘black box’ 
losses, and makes Publishing Administration obsolete.


• Bundling these rights together simplifies licensing for the user while 
increasing leverage for the rights holders.


 



FAQ
Q. You can do this?

A. Yeah. 

Q. Wait, really?

A. Yeah, really. 

Q. Then why has no one done this yet?

A. Timing and incentives. The technology is no longer difficult to build & 
music is now consumed digitally and across borders. The current PROs 
cannot collect internationally & publishers are still dependent on them. 

Q. But what about…

A. Absolutely. No one knows yet. There are going to be certain roadblocks 
(mostly international law) that we can’t get around. Ex: we need a PO box + 
Gmbh in Germany, we can’t collect at all in Vietnam and South Korea.



FAQ continued
Q. How will Signal negotiate deals with TV, live, Radio for non-digital more 
cost-effectively than PROs?

A. Signal will operate more efficiently than current PROs rather than attempt 
to obtain better rates than the other PROs (the GMR model).  

Q. Wait but don’t ASCAP and BMI pay all of their revenue to rightsholders 
after admin cost deduction? I thought ASCAP only took 9%?

A. ASCAP has 6 offices, BMI has 7. Each has a conference, an awards 
show, a foundation, and a PAC. That's a hell of an admin cost deduction. 

Q. Will Signal compete with SESAC and GMR to attract big writers with 
large royalty advances?

A. Nope. We think paying people more and transparently is compelling.  



travis.rosenblatt@gmail.com
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